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Have you ever wanted to learn to cook in a Dutch oven? Are you already cooking and want some

useful tips and tricks or another point of view? How about over 120 recipes that make for great

Dutch oven fare and are all easily converted to your kitchen oven or stovetop? â€œIâ€™m in

Dutch!â€• gives a complete walkthrough of how to create a Dutch oven meal with information on

oven selection and care, charcoal preparation and variances, temperature control, fighting the

elements, cook times and temperatures, and incredible meals. The recipes are tasty and perfect at

home or on a campout, a couple might find their way into your weekly cooking schedule, they are

that easy and delicious. Moreover, what kind of cooking adventure would we have without a laugh

or two? Included are several funny poems, a few tall tales, and select commentary of a humorous

nature to keep the mood light.â€¢Selecting, seasoning, and caring for your Dutch

ovenâ€¢Discovering techniques to enhance your Dutch oven cookingâ€¢Enjoying Dutch oven

cooking Indoors and Outdoorsâ€¢Over 120 Recipes from scratch and a few â€œboxedâ€•

shortcutsâ€¢Easy to follow instructions with illustration, over 60 imagesWith over 15 years of Dutch

oven cooking experience, Wade has finally put his knowledge and commentary in an easy to follow,

fun to read cookbook. Even the fussiest of eaters have succumbed to the sundry tastes and

contrasted textures of Wadeâ€™s Dutch oven cuisine. Winds have changed for the opportunity to

carry the aromas of Wadeâ€™s cooking. Mountains have shifted hoping to capture the tiniest droplet

spilled from his ladle. In fact, this one time at Dutch oven Campâ€¦ well, that my friend will have to

wait.*actual shifting of mountains and changing of winds may have been influenced by other factors.
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I absolutely love the personal touch and humor throughout! I love dutch oven cooking but have

always eaten someone else's. With all these amazing recipes, and thorough instructions I am going

to get my cook on! We camp at least twice a month so this book was a must buy!I share similar

feelings with the author about "homemade" recipes that include packages of this or boxes of that.

So I really appreciate all the ingredients listed out. I hate to say it, but it does absolutely taste much

better from "scratch"!I really enjoyed all the "Did you know" sections throughout the book! Great job!

Love it!

This is a great cookbook that's also fun to read. Thank you and enjoy your meal and enjoy your day.

When I buy a cookbook, I feel it is a worthwhile investment if I only get one recipe that I like. Well,

this book didn't do anything for me. I'm a Spud man from Idaho and his French fry and hashbrown

recipes weren't up to par, and made me wonder about his other recipes. When he bragged of

making everything from scratch, I had high hopes.

I've used the roast recipe numerous times and it turns out great. I'm not going to be using my dutch

oven while camping, only in the oven, and the directions are wonderful at converting number of

charcoal bricks to temperature.

The beef stew was to die for. I can hardly wait to try something else. I am going to start living in a

tent just so i can cook this way all the time.

Have to wait for better weather! I'm not that gung-ho to stand out in the snow, although I have

camped all year long. I'll try adapting for inside cooking until spring.

Tips are good and easy to understand some ve passed on to my friends My wife told me to write

them down so I don't forget



I have tried only 1 recipe so far, and I LOVED it! I look forward to giving the rest a try. Well written,

and easy to follow. Excellent job!
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